
                        WEEKLY MEDIA REVIEW (NO.46/93)
                          --prepared by King Cheng

1.   VC/P speaks at an education seminar
          Both Wen Wei Po (9/11) and Ta Kung Pao (7/11) reported that VC/P
          spoke at a seminar on "1997 and Education in HK". In his speech,
          VC/P talked about civic education and government's investment in
          education and research.

2.   Inauguration Ceremony for Institute for Environmental Studies
          The ceremony held on 4/11 was well covered by the media. A total
          of ten papers (5 - 9/11) reported the event. The speeches by VC/P
          and Prof Gary Heinke, Director of IES, were quoted. As for the
          electronic media, Prof Heinke and Dr Fang Ming of Research Centre
          were interviewed by RTHK's English radio news programme and
          Commercial Radio's Chinese news programme respectively at the
          ceremony.

3.   UST awarded contract for the wind-shear warning system for the new Chek
     Lap Kok airport
          Two more papers, SCMP (5/11) and Wen Wei Po (7/11) mentioned  this
          project in follow-up stories on the recent accident at Kai Tak
          Airport.
          (This item was mentioned in the last two reviews.)

4.   "Racing against the clock" - an interview with VC/P
          Electronic Business Asia (11/93) carried an extensive 4-page
          interview with VC/P with this title. VC/P talked about various
          issues including HK's investment in science and technology and the
          co-operation between HK and China in economic development.

5.   UST's construction cost
          HK Economic Journal (7/11) carried a feature quoting from a
          student-produced booklet for the Open Days; the quotation dealt
          with the UST construction cost issue. The writer's comment that
          UST should not try to defend itself anymore was not substantiated.

          He also suggested that the Open Days were only a Public relations
          exercise.

6.   "University is a bureaucracy"
          Sing Tao Daily (8/11/93) carried a short artticle with this title
          written by a writer using a pen name and claimed to be a UST
          person. He criticised the bureaucratic system at universities in
          general and noted that it was good to have students to challenge
          the bureaucracy once in a while.

7.   "East Asian `Miracle'"
          In a report with this title, Far Eastern Economic Review (21/10)
          mentioned Prof Gary Becker's recent visit to HK to
          lecture at the CitiBank - HKUST Business Forum. It
          quoted Prof Becker's idea on human capital and commented
          that East Asia's economic success was due to the
          region's emphasis on human capital.

8.   "How to spread the pension cake"
          SCMP (9/11) carried an article with this title written by
          Prof Isaac Ehrlich of Economics.



9.  The flexibility of convertible bonds
          HK Economic Journal (28/10) carried a short article written by Dr
          K C Wei of Finance on this topic.

10.  Anthony Downs Theorem and public transport
          HK Economic Journal (22/10) carried a short article written by Dr
          Joseph Lin of Economics on this topic.

11.  Definitions of economics in Western and Chinese culture
          HK Economic Journal (29/10) carried a short article written by Dr
          Joseph Lin of Economics on this topic.

12.  Merges and rural enterprises in China
          HK Economic Journal (27/10) carried a short article written by Dr
          Joseph Lin of Economics on this topic.

13.  UST's Finance Dept.
          HK Economic Journal (29/10) carried a feature in which the writer,
          who was invited by Dr K C Wei of Finance to our boat trip earlier,
          praised UST of having the strongest Finance Dept. in South East
          Asia.

14.  Personal profile of Dr Changqi Wu of Economics
          HK Commercial Daily (2/11) carried a personal profile of Dr Wu.

15.  Personal profile of Dr Jishan Hu of Mathematics
          HK Commercial Daily (3/11) carried a personal profile of Dr Hu.

16.  Personal profile of Mr Danny Yung of OPA
          The Express (4/11) carried a personal profile of Mr Yung.

17.  A short article on Mr Danny Yung of OPA
          The New Evening Post (28/10) carried this article.

Note:
This review is mainly based on newspaper clippings on UST received within
the week.  Enquiries and suggestions can be made to Office of Public Affairs
(ext. 6305 or 6306).  A set of the clippings is available in the
Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. The only English dailies in HK are South China
Morning Post (SCMP) and Hong Kong Standard (HKS).


